BACKSHELL NOTES

1. GENERAL
2. APPLICATION SPECIFICATION SEE AS-33455-001
   - SPECIFIED TO SITE WITH RECEPTACLE SEALED ASSEMBLY
   - SPECIFIED IN MOLEX DRAWING SD-33455-000
   - SPECIFIED TO BE USED WITH WIRE WITH DIAMETER RANGE OF 0.14MM TO 0.25MM
   - COMPONENTS ARE OPTIONAL AND MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY
   - BACKSHELL DESIGN IS OWNED BY SCREWING
   - FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE THE BACKSHELL COMPONENT DRAWING SD-33455-000

BACKSHELL CUSTOMER
MODEL NUMBER LEDINO
MX50-03800

CUSTOMER MODEL COMPONENTS
0 - BACKSHELL ONLY
1 - BACKSHELL & WIRE HOUSING KEY A ASSEMBLY
2 - BACKSHELL & WIRE HOUSING KEY B ASSEMBLY
3 - BACKSHELL & WIRE HOUSING KEY C ASSEMBLY
4 - BACKSHELL & WIRE HOUSING KEY D ASSEMBLY

SHEATH FEATURES
1 - WITH LEDINO
7 - WITHOUT SHEATH

MX50 CIRCUIT SIZE 02, 08, 04, 05, 06

RECEPTACLE SEALED ASSEMBLY

MX150 RCPT
SINGLE ROW SEALED ASSY
MAT SEAL

MOLEX

Molex

SEE NOTE 2a

SD-33471-0001
RECEPTACLE SEALED ASSEMBLY WITH RECEPTACLE BACKSHELL
BACKSHELL
THE VIEWS ON THIS SHEET ARE
IN THE CLOSED UN-ASSEMBLED POSITION
BACKSHELL NOTES VALID UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED

1. GENERAL:
2. APPLICATION SPECIFICATION SHEET AS-34991-001
   - DESIGNED TO MATE WITH RECEPTACLE SEALED ASSEMBLY
     SPECIFIED IN MOLEX DRAWING SD-33471-031.
   - SYSTEM TO BE USED WITH WIRE WITHIN DIAMETER RANGE OF 0.136" TO 2.600".
   - COMPONENTS ARE OPTIONAL AND MUST BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY.
   - BACKSHELL DESIGN IS OWNED BY SCHALMANN.
   - FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SEE THE BACKSHELL COMPONENT DRAWING SD-34994-0001.

CUSTOMER MODEL COMPONENTS
0 = BACKSHELL ONLY
1 = BACKSHELL & METAL HOUSING KEY A ASSEMBLY
2 = BACKSHELL & METAL HOUSING KEY B ASSEMBLY
3 = BACKSHELL & METAL HOUSING KEY A ASSEMBLY
4 = BACKSHELL & METAL HOUSING KEY B ASSEMBLY

BACKSHELL FEATURES
1 = WITH RIBS
2 = WITHOUT RIBS

MOLEX CIRCUIT SIZE 02, 04, 05, 06
RECEPTACLE SEALED ASSEMBLY WITH RECEPTACLE BACKSHELL